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"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID."

WWW.DENNEWS.COM

Eastern Illinois Univers'ity, Charleston

Film fest to feature alumnus Ives
By lristiH Peters

FESTIYAL SCHEDUIE

Activities Reporter

Burl Ives' stage presence and
command of the big screen ~
attributed to his 6-foor-1-inch

frame.

• TlllrHly
• 7 ,._. "East of Eden," introduction by
Roobl!l Murray, Tarble Arts Center

........,

• 7 p.a. "Desire Under the Etms:
inlrocfuction by Jelly Elsenhour, Tarble
Arts Center
•

Arts Center

P.•·

• 7-to
Symposium: Burl Ives and
American Folk Music, larble Arts Cerner

Fww.,

s.tnar

• . . . te I p.a. Symposium: Burl Ives
and American Film of the 1950s, Tarble

• 2 ,... "The Big Country." introdudion
by Dann Gire, Wiii Rogers Theater

"There aren't too many people

like him. He cook charge," said Jerry

This big man was from Jasper,

Eisenhour, professor of theatre arts,
about Ives' commanding roles.
"He was a big man co begin
with."

Ill. and spcnr three years at Eastern
to become a football roach.
He left in 1930 to start a career in
singing buc lacer advanced onto the

big screen gaining name recognition
as an acror.
Srudcnts, faculcyand communicy
members can wimess the "big man"
on the bigscreen in four films during

the Ernbarras Valley Film Festival
sponsored by the Coles County
Arts Council and Eastem's College
of Arts and Humanities. He was a
narural choice for this year's festival,

said Joy Prane, project director for
the film festival.
"He is one ofEIU's most famous
students," she said.
..If folks don't remember him
in the film roles, they usually
remember him performing 'Blue
Tail Fly' - everyone sings it in
grade school, or as the claymation
snowman in 'Rudolph the RedNosed Reindeer.' "
H

SEE RUI, PAGE a

Students

Alumna
teaches
women

caught
by law
City police bust party
for underage drinking

Self-defense program in
memory ofMcNamara

By Cathy Bayer
Carrie Hollis

Senior Campus Reporter

Staff P.eporter

A busted party left students with

The day Erin Weed, an Eastern
alumna, found out about the
murder of her sorority sister and
close friend, Shannon McNamara,
her life was forever changed.
She ran to find her journal that
all her sisters had wrinen in before
she graduated.
She opened it co McNamara's
page and read, "Weed,·I will never
forget you."
"It was that moment thac I
decided I would spend the rest of
my life not forgening her," Weed
said.
Weed captivated the more than
300 women who filled the Martin

59 citations on Friday night.

Charleston police broke up a

WllllE HOWS I THE DAILY EASTBlll IEWS
Erin Weed, founder of Girls Fight Back, uses a kubaton on Greek Life graduate assistant Danny Sheck
during a demonstration Tuesday in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

Luther King] r. University Union's
Grand Ballroom on Tuesday
evening with the scory about
McNamara and how it led her
to start her self-defense program,

Girls Fight Back.
The presentation was mainly
sponsored by Sigma Pi· to bring
a "higher sense of confidence and
awareness, as well as to take home

some cxucmcly useful resources,»
said Sigma Pi President Jason
Zientarski.
H

SEE WOMEI, PAGE 3

ITS takes responsibility for e-mail failures
By Jess Kiasella
Staff Reporter

The new e-mail system takes
about a minute co load, and
students and facultyaren'c receiving
e-mails.
Chae
Chanerji,
assistant
vice president for Information
Technology Services and Michael

chea sheet
CAMPUS

Some of Eastern' s facuhJ
members wish residence halls
,, Professors made their way up to
several floors in the residence halls
Tuesday, making "house calls" to greet
students.

Pa9e 3

Hoadley, assistant vice president
for the Center for Academic
Technology, explained why che
e-mail upgrades didn't work out
as planned at Tuesday's Faculty
Senate meeting.
Some faculcy members still fell
uncertain about the new e-mail
system.
Chatterji
addressed
the

sen.ate by apologizing for some
of the problems and cook full
responsibility for chc system
failures.
"le was the perfect storm,"
he said. "It didn't quite go as
planned."
Chattcrji said he chose Zimbra
for its cost and variety of fearures,
because that seemed to be a

concern of faculty and srudents
over the last two years.
The new system does work, but
it was wrongly configured, he said.
He said he is painfully aware of
all the problems, and they were not
supposed co happen.

»

SEE E·MAIL, PAGE 9

house party hosted by members
of Alpha Phi, one of Eascern's nine
sororities.
The party was on 1040 Seventh
Sc., not the chapter house, but
many sorority members were
present at the party.
According co police reports,
the 59 citations were issued for
purchase or acceptance of alcohol
by a minor.
The residents were also cited for
a gift or sale to a minor and sale of
alcohol without a permit.
The Alpha Phi chapter eiecutive
board, which was not present at
the party, is working with the
national Alpha Phi headquarters in
Evanston, as well as Eascern's Office
ofJudicial Affiilis, and the Office of
Greek Life on campus.
Bob Dudolski, director ofGreek
Life, said he was informed of the
incident shortly after the citations
were issued. Dudolski has met with
Alpha Phi and Ice them know the
situation is under investigation.
Members ofAlpha Phi have been
proactive in bringing information
together, Dudolski said.
H

SEE CAUGHT, PAGE a

OPINION

Fi\OJLTY

SPORTS

VOUEYBAU..

Columnist Maurice Tracy
suggests change for the Union
,, Women shouldn't be defined by
the men in their lives, Tracy says. Rnd

New members greeted with
wine and cheese reception

Ohio YalleJ Conference
women's soccer preview page
» The women's soccer team is about
to start their in-conference schedule,

Panthers lose home opener in
four games to Illinois-Chicago

out the whole of his suggestion and
reasoning on our Opinions page.

Page 4

11 Veteran faculty members spent
a social evening with their new
coworkers in hopes of welcoming them
and contributing to the Promoting
Wholesome Professors program.

Pa9e 5

and our sports section is the place to
find out who is the favorite, who is the
underdog and how things might go

Pa9e 1 t

11 Junior Eliza Zwettler led the
Panthers with 17 kills, but Eastern fell
to 5-6 on the season at Lantz Arena.
Eastern had a chance, but poor serving
in the third game led to their fifth
straight loss.

P19e 12
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CITY I COUNCIL MEETING

Outraged residents
attend council meeting
Local homeowners
protest proposal
for roofing permit
By Chris Essig
Staff Reporter

Whac scarred out as a typical
City Council meeting Tuesday
ended with Charleston residencs
outraged by a proposal that would
require a permic for a contractor to
repair a homeowner's roof
The state of Illinois requires
a $50 roofing permit for anyone
who needs co hire a commercial
contractor.
The Charleston residents made
it clear they disagreed.
The fuse residenc to take the
scand was Jeff Bailey of Madison
Street who roofed buildings ac
Eascem. Bailey's mother, who is
in her 80's, had a leaky roof that
he repaired himself after calling
a contractor who said the repairs
would take a year to gee co.
Norm Schmidt then cook the
stand enraged, questioning why he
couldn't repair his son's roof.
"The President says we have
freedom. We don't have freedom."
And Schmidt wasn't done there.
"Every Tom, Dick and Jerry says
donate, donate, donate," Schmidt

said. "I wish someone would donate
chat co me."
Schmidt then brought his own
roof into the conversation, claiming
he will roof it no matter what.
"I'm 74 years old. Don't chink I
won't do it."
City Attorney Brian Bower
didn't argue this; homeowners can
repair their own roofs with out a
permit, he said. H owever, Bower
repeated the State's Statute a number
of times, which stated anyone who
it paid co repair a roof muse have a
permit. The city of Charleston can
do nothing co revoke chis.
The last person to cake the scand
was Dan Fitzgerald, who lived on
11th Street. Fitzgerald brought in a
prepared speech that gave myriad
examples of why he thought the law
was unfair.
The 6rst was a house he had
renred thac had $25 worth of roof
damage. Fitzgerald questioned why
he would have co pay for a perm.it
that was cwice the cosc of damage.
His second example was his
own personal residences chat
have 6ve roofs that need co be
repai red. Fitzgerald noted that
he could not have chem repaired
all at once and asked if he
needed a permit for each repair.
"Why is there another needless
expense?" Fitzgerald asked. "We are
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paying enough. 1l1ere needs co be a
stop ro chis."
Mayor John Inyart was not sure
if Fitzgerald would have to pay for
five separate permits and said the
implementation would be reviewed.
The measure was eventually cabled.
Ir will be sent back and discussed ac
the next city council meeting.
The rest of the items on the
agenda were quickly approved
by all city council members in
arcendance. Lorelei Sims was the
only city council mem ber absent.
The bidding on the sludge at
Wastewater Treacmenc Plant was
at 27 cen ts a gallon when the
council cook session and sold co an
unspecified entity.
The conditional ordinance for
a house on Fifth Street was passed
just as quickly. It gives the owners of
the house the right to build another
house at chat location if something
were co destroy it.
The last item on the agenda was
the Trick-or-Treat hours, which
Inyart proposed co be between 5
and 8 p.m.
"The recommendation says it
needs to be voted on, but guess
what, it doesn't."
The uick-or-Treac hours was the
only item chat Inyart can propose
that does not need a majority vote
from the City Council co pass.
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Be a loser and
become a winner
Students earn health,
fitness and prizes in
Eastern's "Biggest
Loser" competition
By Cleopatra R. Watson
Staff Reporter

Srudencs, faculty and staff can
become winners with the newest
weight loss program on campus.
"The Biggest Loser: You Gotta
Lose l e co Win Ir" will help
participants become nutritionally
aware and physically healthier,
said Megan McCalliscer, creator
of the competition and Nutrition
Education Coordinator at the
Heal ch
Education
Resource
Center.
The compenuon is based off
the popular TV show '"The Biggest
Loser."
Unlike the TV show, chis is not
a competition co lose the maximum
amount weighc in a short period of
time.
Contestants will learn how co
become physically 6c and lose the
weight aca healthy pace, McCalliscer
said.
"A weight loss program takes
time co lose the weight and keep it
off, so the participants need co be
patient," McCalliscer said.
This competition is a 10-week
program chat begins Sept. 25 and
ends Dec. l .
An informational meeting will
be held at 6 p.m. Wednesday in
the·' Srudenr • Recreation Center

Conference Room. During these
times people can sign up co
participate in the competition.
Interested students, faculty or
staff can register in the H ealth
Education Resource Center, third
Boor of the Student Services
Building from Sept. 18 through
22.
Several people have already
signed up, buc slots are still
available.
Only 150 people can participate
in the competition.
People can register as an
individual or in teams of cwo.
Participants will receive a
number in the beginning of the
competition.
Throughout the nex:c 10 weeks,
the participant will be recognized
by chat number co secure
confidentiality.
"Everything remains confidential
when
the
person
registers,"
McCallister said
A mid-competition drawing will
take place during the fifth week.
To be eligible for a prize at
chis time, a participant will have
co participate in five approved
presentations, programs and or
workouts.
McCalliscer said she hopes skills
learned during rhe competition will
help the individual co work cowards
becoming healthier and reaching
the health goals chat each individual
set for themselves.
"Once chis knowledge is gained,
they [participants] will rake what
has been learned and apply it co
their daily lives," McCallister said.
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Faculty makes 'House Calls' on students
By Julie Morss
Staff Correspondent

Kraig Wheeler, chemistry professor, and
Jim Novak, biological sciences professor, were
excited to find baby snails living in an aquarium
in 3 North Taylor.
They belonged to Resident Assistant Sarah
Cannon.
"You only need to have one snail to have baby
snails," Wheeler said.
Professors and administrators visited resident
balls last night from 7 to 9 p.m. for a program
caJled "House Calls."
Taylor Hall residents were happy to receive
Novak, Wheeler and Tom Nelson, biological
sciences professor.
Quinna Stone, resident director of Taylor
Hall said, "The faculty helped on Opening day
and Move in Day. This is the first real meet and
greet. Full launch of 'House Calls' is happening
ID.is year."
Stone started the program by asking the
faculty their names and telling a little bit abouc

how the Boors were set up and hall councils
were.
Stone and Brian Johnson, assistant resident
director ofTaylor, led the professors through the
two towers of the residential hall to each floor to
meet the resident assistants and their residents.
The professors started on the first floor and
moved their way up. Walking from one end of
the Boors to the other end, professors asked the
srudents, who were in their rooms, what their
majors were, and gave advice on more than just
academics.
"I think ic's greac," Cannon said. "I chink ic's
wonderful for faculty to see that the students
have lives outside the class rooms. Also for the
students to see that the faculty members are
people co."
The bulletin boards in the residential halls
caught the attention of the professors. Looking
at the board of who was from where, Wheeler
was amazed to find that no resident on the floor
was from the Charleston area.
Another board with bright yellow construction
paper illustrated shared interests between

residents with colored lines. For example, if
two residents like the same music a line would
connect the two together.
Wheeler and Novak were impressed with the
board and all the colored lines.
Residents from different Boors asked the
faculty members what they hoped to get out of
this meet-and-greet experience.
Nelson said, "I hope that ID.is will make
Eastern students feel like it's [the residence hall]
more like home."
Wheeler also replied that he hoped the event
would make students feel more welcome.
Most college students are not that open with
the faculty members when it comes to having
problems or concerns about assignments.
"The view is faculty is hard co approach,"
Wheeler said.
The professors were made to fed welcomed
in the residential halls. The hall council of Taylor
residential hall decided co have a reception of
punch and cookies for the three professors who
visited, and Stone even invited chem to play
bingo.

eamp briefs
Student Constitution Panel
,, A student-run panel discussing
Constitution Day will be in the
Charleston-Mattoon Room from 5-6
p.m.
Representatives from the Political
Science Association, the Political
Science Honorary Society, and the Pre
Law Association will participate.
Featured student panelists include
Dustin Baker, Travis Bounds, Brittany
Hoerdeman, Justin Sinner and Tori
Frazier.

,
•

CAMPUS

Doctor accused of stealing
cadaver hand from school

I STUDY ABROAD

Forum welcomes international students
By Megan Cruz
Staff Correspondent

Different
cultures
interest
Rowdy
Frederiksen.
To explore ID.is interest, the senior elementary
education major followed an Internacional
srudcnt whenever he had rime as part of the
Conversation Partners program.
"I felt like I wasn't in Charleston, I felt like
I was in a middle-eastern country," Frederiksen
said Tuesday at the International Forum.
Frederiksen spoke about his experience with
the Conversation Parcners program sponsored
by Internacional Programs.
Conversation Partners is a program that
marches up an American student ac Eastern with
an international student attending Eastern.
"It allows you to understand the world a lot

better," said Frederiksen.
Also highligbted at the meeting was
Family Friends, a program developed to help
international students spend time with an
American family and feel more at home.
"Over 95 percent of all international students
in the United Stares never enter an American
home," said Sue Songer, international student
advisor. "We wanted that to be different here at
Eastern," she said.
Jocelyn Phillips spoke about her experience
with Family Friends.
"It's an opportunity co learn what goes on in
someone else's culture," she said.
Nami Yabee, a political science graduate
student from Japan, said she found the meeting
very helpful and plans on participating in the
programs.
Elise Whitlatch also plans to gee more involved

with the Conversation Parmcrs program. The
senior sociology major has studied abroad, so she
knows how hard it is to make friends.
She thinks this program will make it easier
for foreign students to meet Americans.
Chelsea Puzey, a freshman speech pathology
major, attended the meeting after it was
suggested to her in a class and because of her
interest in studying abroad. She said the forum
got her interested in Conversation Partners and
made her more excited abour studying abroad.
This year 61 new international srudenrs have
chosen to study at Eastern.
Songer said this is the highest increase. in
incernational students at Eastern since Sept.
11 and credits the increase to Bill Elliot, from
the International Student Office, who has
been working diligently on recruiting new
international studenrs.

,, NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J. -Ahmed
Rashed, a doctor, has pleaded not
guilty to stealing a hand from a New
Jersey medical school cadaver and
giving it to an exotk dancer, authorities
said.
The dancer, Linda Kay, kept the
hand in a jar of formaldehyde in her
bedroom. Friends have said she called
the hand "Freddy."

oncampus
Time j 11 am.
Locatioa I South Quad
How to drink without a hangover
Time I 7 p.m.

Location

I 2030 Lumpkin Hall

Gain Freedom from Smoking
Time I 12 p.m.
Location I South Quad

TODAY

>Women
FROM PAGE 1

Other Eascern organizations and
Charleston business helped sponsor
the event by donating money.
During a campfire Weed and
about 40 of her sorority sisters had
after learning about McNamara's
murder, they found themselves
talking about what freaks chem out,
such as when their roommates left
for the weekend or leaving their
internships late at night.
"How free are we if we're afraid
to cake showers?" Weed asked.
She knew she had to do
something. It wasn't until during the
trial when Weed saw McNamara's
murderer, Anthony Mertz, wink at
Shannon's dad.
"That day I saw evil," Weed
said. "That's when I started to really
understand violence and the terrible
rhings people can do."
Her techniques arc "really simple
and very empowering."
Weed has three different areas
she covered that she felt the women
in the room need to know: trust
intuition, be a bad victim and learn
co fight.
She said there are ways co lessen
che chances of becoming a victim
like using good body language and
realizing "when you need to fight or
when you need to run."
She advises to make sure all
windows and doors are locked and
secure at home. When the cable

situations of being attacked, it was
time to teach the women "how to
open a can of whoop-ass."
"Women don't fight with
strength like men do. Women fight
with strategy," she said.
Weed used the situation of a
woman getting her keys to open
her door, and she sees an unfamiliar
male out of the corner of her eye.
The first step in her defense is to
say, "Stop. Leave me alone. I don't
want any problems," which she had
the audience repeat.
Next, she showed the women
how to take the palm of their hand
and thrust it up into the attackers
chin. This would cause him co bleed
along with affecting his breathing
and sight.
Lastly, she showed the women
different techniques to harm the
attacker such as the knee co the
groin.
She ended her presentation by
showing the women how to use
everyday objects such as a hairbrush,
cell phone and a high heel on an
attacker and where co use it.
"Some people are artists. Some
WllE HOWS I THE DAILY EASTERll llEWS
are musicians," Weed said. "I
Roselle Lollino, a freshman communication studies major, and Tricia
Addante, a freshman education major, practice Erin Weed's three-step
can make a weapon out of any
household object."
approach when being attacked during her Girls Fight Back presentation
The audience was very pleased
Tuesday.
with the presenration, giving Weed
a standing ovation at the end.
or eleccric company comes to the isn't slipped in a drink. but is rather
"She was very personable and
door, women should ask for a badge the alcohol i cself.
got us involved," said sophomore
number or call cheir landlord for
"Go out wich your girlfriends elementary
education
major
and go home with your girlfriends," Christine Howe.
confumacion.
"I now know to say something
She told the audience the Weed said.
number one date rape drug usually
Afrer explaining how to avoid fuse co an attacker."

..

.'

Wellness information booth: You do
have to study in college

co rect·o
In Tuesday's sports article, "First
comes Eastern, then comes ... ",
the reporter lists that the Eastern
rugby team was established in 1988.
However, the team might have been
formed in 1988, but a specific year is
unknown.
I he article also says the team achieved
varsity status in 1999, as attributed
to Rebecca Carlson, a former player.
However, the team officially achieved
varsity status under NCAA auspices in

2002.
The article also listed the University
of Maine, Westchester and Boden
as three other institutions that have
rugby teams. The correct schools are
West Chester University and Bowdoin
College in Maine and not the University
of Maine.
The article also cited that the National
Office of USA Rugby is located in
Colorado Springs, Co. However, the
office moved three years ago to
Boulder, Co.
The DEN regrets the errors.
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I CORRECTIONS I

To report any errors, local events or
general suggestions for Mure editions
please contact our news editor, Sarah
Whitney, via:
Phone I 511 -7942,
E-mail I DENnewsdesk@gmail.com
Office visit I 1811 Buzzard Hall.
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Voting still
not quite
•
a science
~ -""~.-en

Dailr&ergreu
Washfigton State ll

(U-WlRE) PUUMAN, Wash. - Ever
hear of a hanging chad? Sure you have;
ic was that nighcmare of unconfidence
and bickering that was the 2000 U.S.
•
presidential elections. Since then, a scrong
crend of chadless systems has emerged to
prevent such incernationally embarrassing
incidents from happening again. Bearing
out the ~throwing coins in a barrel" method,
most of these alternatives are compuccrbased, either in calculation or in actual
voting.
Electronic voting machines arc quickJy
becoming the standard for decrions. A
2006 srudy by Election Data Services found
that 66.6 million people - and about 357
counties - will be voting this year by means
of electronic voting machines. That's just
behind the 69.5 million who will be using
the optical scan mechod, which is basically
a version of the SAT with fewer questions.
With the popularity of these machines rising
and the increasing chance you may use
one yourself. it's disturbing to think all of
this technology might actually lead to your
vote nor being counted. A study released
last week by the Center for Information
Technology Policy at Princeton University
found a variety of security Aaws in DicBold
Accu Vore-TS and AccuVoce-TSx machines.
According to the study, these models are
currently the cwo most common electronic
voting machines in use.
One danger to vote accuracy is the
machines' kc:y locks, which protect memory
cards tbat hold the software the machines
run on, as well as the votes themselves.
I'm curious how so much could have gone
wrong with machines that sport the basic
intelligence of a pop machine. The study
found that common kc:ys used for filing
cabinets and ocher office furniture can open
the locks, gaining access to the software for
the machine itself The researchers said all
a hacker needs is a few minutes alone with
a machine to insen a malicious code to
alter the outcome of an decrion without a
trace - a cask the researchers demonstrated.
Give a disgruntled anarchist a few m inutes
alone with a voting machine - such as when
voting - and you might end up seeing a new
menu listing:
1) Terris, 2) Trivia, 3) Nudic Word
Search, 4) Presidential Election.
Although no serious incidents have
occurred so far, without an increase in
security measures ic is not hard to envision
an upcoming election filled with pop-up
spam, porn and "blue screens of death."
Despite the high-tech solutions these
machines offer, chc:y potentially present
more digital hanging chads at this point
than manual voting. With touch screens and
bold print, the machines are easier to use,
but in this bar game the stakes arc higher
and you don't get your money back if it
malfunctions.
This November, I'm casting my vore for
"coins in a barrd," but depending on the
odds, my vote might not count.
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I Campus diversity

Show, don't tell, when
it comes to diversity
It's popular to throw a campus event in
the name of diversity.
...
The hard pare is gecring diverse groups of
people to show up.
When a predominately black recognized
student organization hosts an evenc, how
many white studcncs feel comfortable
anend.ing? Or vice versa?
Or how many international students were
invited to last weekend's party?
Granted, only 61 students on campus
arc international students, according to
international student advisor Sue Songer,
compared to the more than 12,000 enrolled
this semester.
Bur that's what makes their presence
important. We can learn much from them,
and chc:y from us.
But instead, we as students stay in our
safety zones: the friends on our residence
hall Aoors, the people in our classes or
the members in our Recognized Student
Organizations.
It's easier to embrace segmentation.
But tbis segmentation isn't about race
or ethnicity. It's about making people feel
wdcome.
Eastern has the right idea when it comes
co promoting diversity on campus.
The Office of Minority Affairs has
celebration months that highlight Latino,
Asian and African-American culrurc and
history.
Otbcr RSOs, such as Pride and tbc Black
Student Union, host events that ,anyone can
attend.
In fact, most RSO events arc open to
anyone.
But what's the point if no one bothers to

FEATURED BLOGGER

Take her

venture beyond comfort zones?
In an ideal world, celebration months
and diversity events wouldn't need to
exist because different cultures would be
incorporated into the curriculum, and
everyone would be colorblind.
Eastern and its RSOs arc taking steps
in the right direction to promote campus
diversity.
From 2000 to 2005, minority enrollment
not including unclassified students has
increased from nearly 10 to nearly 12
percent, according to Eastern's Planning and
Institutional Studies.
But more needs to be done.
Not to promote diversity, but to
overcome the innate shyness in most people
when it comes to mixing with people who
are different from them.
Posting ftyers, putting the event in the
campus calendar o r gcning an article in the
paper is not enough to motivate students
to come to events they normally might not
consider attending.
Like everyone's English professor says,
"Show, don't tell."
Nothing can replace a simple smile and
conversation that acknoWledges before all
else that we arc all indeed human to make
someone feel welcome.
When it is not unusual to sec the diverse
groups on campus mix well at each other's
groups' events, we'll all be better for it.

The editorial is the majority opinion of
The Daily Eastern News editorial board.
Reach the Opinion's editor at
DE1epilli••s@1.ait.c...

Okay, so this must be jump on the
Union soapbox week, but dammit I have to
put this out there. While we by no means
need to change the name of the Union
- docs Eastern really need to fan racial
tensions on chis campus anymore than what
is bubbling underneath the surface? - we
do need to make at least o ne change inside
the walls of the Martin Luther King Junior
University Union. Take down that picture of
Coretta Scott King!
Yes. you read me right, take her picture
down, take it down, take it down and bum
it.
Why?
Let us examine this woman. She is a
woman who stood by her man through
a tremendously dangerous time, she is a
widow, she is a woman whose life continued
after the death of Dr. King, she is a woman
who advocated the application of her
"husband's ideas" of equality to the srruggles
of other oppressed people.
This is a woman who, when she passed,
yes, people talked about Martin Lutber King
Jr, buc they also talked at length about her.
Her character, strength, beaucy, and
wisdom - this is not a shadow of a person,
this is a person in her own righr.
She does not deserve the patronizing
"behind every good man srands a good
woman" sexisr propaganda placed in bold
letters in the upper-right hand comer of her
picture. Indeed no woman does.
This saying is not sweet, it is nor
innocent, ic is not a compliment but
instead it is a slap to women.
I ask you, is there any equivalent for
what is behind a strong woman? No,
because there seems to be nothing.
There is only a society against her, ready,
perfectly willing, and extremely able co push
her co che back of rhc room and place her
behind a man.
Jn doing so they take away her voice, and
her person. for what is a strong woman?
A woman who is in the background,
never seen, never heard by anyone ocher
than her "strong man" except when he is
being attacked.
She is someone whose whole existence
and "glo rification" revolves around her
XY counterpart. Yee this is somehow a
compliment?
I am not blowing this comment out
of proportion because that picture with
those words hang in the union everyday,
and everyday women and men walk by
and sec tbcsc words attached to this picrurc
and think chat this idea of woman is good,
that a woman without a voice, a woman
ddined only by her man is an exalted thing;
everyday tbe propaganda of patriarchal
patronizing society hangs on chat wall.
Secondly, your intcnc does not matter.
It may be cruel co say, and hard to hear, but
nonethdess it is true. Your intcnc docs not
matter, what matters is what happens now
that the problem has been brought to your
attention.
Will you analyze this cultural message
that you are sending out and deem it as
it is, or will you find an excuse to keep it
hanging?
Arc you part of the sexist machine that
works oh so subtly and yet so brilliantly,
or will you take it down and replace it
with a new picture ( of Coretta Scott, or,
preferably, a panel of large poruaits of many
influential wol)lcn) chat docs not even in
death subjugate and define women to and
by men?

I NORA MABERRY
"The Pope reallJ should think before
he speaks, we all should."
Maurice Tracy is a graduate English major.
He can be reached at de•eic@paail.c. ..
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CAMPUS I FACULTY

Reception helps new facuity reconnect
Wine and Cheese gathering
gets staffers out of the office
By Tearria Ruffin
Campus Reporter

Jusrone year ago, Bech Puricelli was an ocher
Eastern student, meeting the demands of her
professors.
This year she attended the annual New
Faculty Wine and Cheese Reception as new
faculty member.
"Now I am working with people chat were
my professors," said Puricelli. "Ir's weird."
As a srudenc, she spent most of her time in
the Christian campus ministries.
Since she decided to continue her career
at Eastern, she said her social life has changed
the most.
No longer can she walk down residence
halls and spark a conversation with her
friends, who have graduated and started their
careers.
Now, she relies heavily on her old
professors, she said.
"It's a whole different side of the university,"
she said. "I had a lot more &eedom as a
student."
On this ocher side of the university, old
and new faculty members invest a lot of rime
into their dasses according co Puricelli.

There is a lot of reading, grading and
preparation. Professors work hard co produce
successful classes, she said.
Some faculty members have a hard time
finding the time to socialize with their
colleagues.
New faculty member Carrie Dale, early
childhood, elementary, and middle level
education professor, said she thought the
reception was a wonderful idea to bring the
faculty together.
"It's so busy during the day, it's hard to talk
co each ocher," she said.
The New Faculty Cheese and Wine
reception was more like a follow up for new
faculty to reconnect with their mentors and
colleagues after one month, said Mildred
Pearson, director of Faculty Development.
"We encourage faculty to have a balance
when they come to EIU," Pearson said.
Th.is reception encourages chem to gee out

JAY GIAllE< I THf DAILY EASTERI llEWS
Angie Yoder, left, from the Department of Counseling and Student Development, and Joy Russel, right, from special education, speak over
wine and cheese while listening to a jazz trio Tuesday evening at the Tarble Arts Center. Russel is an adviser to new faculty member Yoder.

of the four walls of their offices - where they
arc sometimes isolated - and become socially
engaged with the administration and other
faculty in ocher colleges, Pearson said.
Each event held for new faculty is a part of
Eastem's "Promoting Wholesome Professors"

President's council
to appear at senate
BJ Matt Hopf
Studetlt Gov«nment Reporter

Though they won't be addressing
any new business, President Lou
Hencken- and ocher university
vice presidents will attend today's
Student Senate meeting.
"They're going to answer
senators' questions," said Speaker
of the Senate Kent Ohms.
'1t will pretty much be like what
they did for Faculty Senate. 1his
is what they (adrninisuacors) arc
working on. What questions can
rhcy (administrators) answer?" he
said.
Ohms anticipates che President's
Council will arrive around 7:45 p.m.
Student Senate has no new pieces
of legislation at conight's meeting,
buc the final vote for First Night
funding will take place.
The Firsr Night piece of
legislation will pay for the coses of
First Night chat were not covered
by donations. Student Senate will
end up paying $2,838.98.
Donations
from
Alumni
Services, Parent's Club, the Office
of Orientation and the Office of
Minority Affillrs covered $2,700 of

the $5,538.98 cotal expenses.
Also on che agenda: one of two
vacancies in the senate may be
filled.
According to Ohms, Richard
Luce, a continuing education
student, has been offered one of the
vacancies.
"He'll
bring
a
differcnc
perspective to the senate," Ohms
said. "He (Luce) said he served nine
years in the Army."
The ocher off-campl,.IS senate
scat is still open, and applicants
have until Sept. 27 to apply. Then
the Srudcnc Senate will run the
remainder of the semester with an
open scat.
Ocher senate business for the
meering will be a demonsrrarion of
the Turning Point voting system,
which may be used by the senate.
Turning Poinc will allow
Srudent Senate members to
vote simultaneously by keypad
during Student Senate meetings.
The University already owns the
system.
The meeting will be at 7 p.m.
in the Arcola-Tuscola Room in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.

program. There are five componencs to the
program: physically fie, mentally ready,
emotionally healthy, scholarly prepared and
socially engaged.
Pearson said it is important for new faculty
to become acclimated into their new learning

community with colleagues who will serve as
mentors to foster, advise, nurture and serve as
guides during their cransition to EIU.
"When new faculty members are happy
with their place of employment, it increases
the level of faculty retention," she said.

Not sure what to expect at a job fair?
Need your resume critiqued?

Career Services can help!

Sept. 20

How to Work a Career Fair

6-7 pm Martinsville Room-Union
Learn how to be successful at Career Network Day!
Sept. 21

"Ask an Expert" Resume Critiques

Have your resume critiqued by an actual recruiter!
Appt. Required. Call 581-2412

Sept. 21

Resume Blitz

Walk-In Resume Critiques by a Career Advisor.
Bring resume. 1-4 pm Career Services, 1301 HSC

NATION I HEALTH CARE

Judge dismisses Medicaid ID challenge
May place injunction
for foster children

LAWYER AT THEPOVERTY LAW PROJECTS IN CHICAGO

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - A federal
judge has dismissed a challenge
to a Jaw chat requires millions of
Medicaid beneficiaries to prove
their citiz.enship before obtaining
health benefits.
Congress passed legislation
earlier this year designed to ensure
chat only citizens or qualified legal
immigrants gain access to Medicaid,
which is the state~fedcral health
insurance program for the poor.
More than 50 million people gee
health care through the program.
Several beneficiaries contended
in a lawsuit that the new
documentation requirements would

stat briefs
State court's revival of
notification stirs debate
,, CHICAGO - With the state's
highest court breathing new life into
a 1995 law that requires doctors to
notify an unmarried girl's parents 48
hours before performing an abortion,
advocacy groups on both sides of the
issue are planning their next steps.
Illinois is now the only state in
the region that doesn't enforce a
requirement for parental involvement in
abortions for minors.
Supporters of parental involvement
say thousands of girls have crossed
state lines to obtain abortions in Illinois.
They skirt laws requiring parental
notification or consent in their home
states.
The Illinois Supreme Court
announced Monday it would issue rules
that have been needed to enforce the
Parental Notice of Abortion Act.
In 1996, a federal judge barred
the law from being enforced after the
state's high court refused to write those
rules.
The rules would set up a court
appeals process for girls who've been
unable to convince a judge they are
mature enough to obtain an abortion
without notifying their parents.
Supporters of abortion rights hope
the state high court will give the public
a chance to comment on the rules.
But supporters of parental
notification hope the state high court
will act swiftly.
"I think the sooner the better after
10 years," said Thomas Brejcha,
president of the Thomas More Society,
a Chicago-based legal advocacy group
that wrote to the court earlier this
month on behalf of 10 other groups
opposing abortion.
"Minors are coming from all over
the Midwest and even farther to escape
requirements in their own states."

STATE

do not create the documentation
endanger their Medicaid benefics.
However, chat contention was requirements. They simply flesh
nothing more chan conjecrure, chem out.
said U.S. Disrrict Judge Ronald A.
"Absent a showing chat their
injuries can be traced to the
Guzman.
Guzman said in a 21-page regulations, which they have
ruling made public Tuesday chat not made, plaintiffs do not have
che plaintiffs were seeking relief standing co pursue these claims,"
from regulations the Department Guzman wrote.
of Health and Human Services
Lawyers who are pursuing
approved concerning how it would che case on behalf of Medicaid
implement the law.
beneficiaries said they did get a
Bue the contested regulations partial victory in the case when

the judge said he was likdy co
issue an important injunction
that would prevent 500,000 foster
children from being subjecr ro the
documentation regulations.
"He said there is a strong
likelihood of success on the merits
for the foster children," said John
Mark Bouman, a lawyer at the
Poverty Law Project in Chicago.
"If he had also found chey were
about co be injured tomorrow, he
would have entered an injunction."

I CHICAGO

Shareholder suit attacks Tribune directors
The Associated Press

CHICAGO - A shareholder
lawsuit accused eight Tribune
Co. directors Tuesday of trying co
"maintain their dominion" over the
big news media holding company
with a stock repurchase plan it
described as a "suicide pill" and
other measures designed co ward off
a cakeover.
The lawsuit filed in U.S. District
Court in Chicago and seeking classaction starus said the eight directors
had "erected draconian defensive
barriers chat prevent any potential
acquirer from, among other things,
anempting co buy the company
directly from shareholders."
"Instead of pursuing a course
of action that would benefit
the company, defendants have
entrenched themsdves by, among
other things, saddling Tribune with
a risky and costly share repurchase
program, the purpose of which
is to dispose of Tribune's cash
while making che company less
attractive to potential acquirers so
chat defendants can maintain their
dominion and control over Tribune's
corporate machinery," it said.
"The share repurchase plan was
designed to and has had the effecr of
creating a defensive barrier ... akin
co a 'suicide pill,' char significantly
decreases the likdihood chat any
potential acquirer will make an offer

Topinka proposes research
panel to create high-tech jobs

,, EAST PEORIA - Republican Judy
Baar Topinka on Tuesday proposed a
think tank from downstate businesses,
universities and medical facilities.
She says they would yield new ideas
for high-tech jobs to fan the state's
economy.
During a stop in East Peoria, the
candidate for governor said her Prairie
Technology Corridor would bring
together "our best and brightest,"
developing job-creating ideas that could
range from cures for disease to cleaner
STATE I FIRE
fuels.
"Watch ideas foment other ideas.
Watch ideas grow, one to another ... The
bottom line is I want to attract growth
and economic opportunity to this region
Building burns, no
because we can thrive here," Topinka
said at a news conference along the
corpses damaged
Illinois River.
in Tuesday blaze
Sheila Nix, a spokeswoman for Gov.
The Associated Press
Rod Blagojevich's re-election campaign,
said Topinka's proposal mirrors publicBOURBONNAIS
Local
private partnerships the Blagojevich
firefighters
fought
the
Barnes
in a
administration has developed on
funeral
home
Tuesday
morning.
projects ranging from stem cell
The fire chief and another
research to ethanol production.
firefighter
made sure three bodies
Topinka said her research and
awaiting
services
and burial got
development panel would include
out.
leaders from the Quad Cities, Peoria,
Lacer in the day, investigators
Bloomington-Normal, Decatur,
were
still looking into the cause
Champaign-Urbana and Springfield.
of the fire chat fully engulfed the
It is a region that boasts several
CJancy-Gernon Funeral Home near
universities along with Fortune 100
the main intersection of town.
companies such as Deere &Co.,
There were no injuries.
Caterpillar Inc. and State Farm.
. ' ..

for the company," the suit said.
Gary
Weitman,
Tribune's
vice president of corporate
communications, said Tuesday
evening that the company believes
"the lawsuit has no merit."
"Ocher than char we don't
comment on pending litigation,"
he said.
Conspicuous by their absence
from the list of defendants were
three directors loyal co the interests
of the Chandler family, which sold
The Los Angdes Times and other
newspapers to Tribune in 2000.
The Chandlers recently have been
critical as Tribune stock prices have,
sagged.
The Chandler directors did not
support the srock repurchase plan,
which the suit said was designed
co consume "the vase majority" of
Tribune's cash on hand and added
$2.4 billion in debt.
The suit asked the court co
order the company to "redeem the
poison pill," put an end co ocher
alleged defensive measures on che
part of che board and create an
independent committee ofdirectors
with outside financial advisers co
examine Tribune strategy and look
for alternatives.
Ir also asks the courc co award
the plaintiffs both compensatory
and punitive damages.
So far, Tribune has rejected calls
for a sell-off of prize properties.

Disaster strikes funeral home

.

The fire poured smoke into che
sky chat was visible for 17 miles.
More than 20 communities sent
crews to help, said Bourbonnais
Fire Chief Ed St. Louis.
"I removed two corpses
personally," St. Louis said.
"I don't know the families.
"I just know that was probably
somebody's parents and I would
certainly do chat for my parent."
The fire, which started in a
garage, was discovered by a funeral
home employee around 6:30 a.m.,
St. Louis said.
It took several hours co extinguish
che blaze.
Bourbonnais is about 50 miles
south of Chicago.

Instead, it has been shedding select
TV scacions and buying back stock.
Ahead of a board meeting
Thursday, expertS said Tribune is
likely to stay with that strategy for
now. Bue they said unless results
improve che company may have to
reconsider its refusal to sell off such
assets as The Los Angdes Times,
its entire broadcast group or the
Chicago Cubs.
The suit, assigned ro U.S.
District Judge Milton Shadur, was
filed on behalf of shareholder Frank
Garamella, described as a resident
of Missouri. The attorney who filed
the suit, Leigh Lasky of Chicago,
was out of the country, his office

said Tuesday night.
The suit seeks class-action
status on behalf of all shareholders
"similarly situated."
It also provides a glimpse inside
che Tribune, including the pay
received by President and CEO
Denis FiczSimons, who also is
chairman of the board. le says
Fitzsimons received $950,385 in
salary in 2005 as well as stock options
worth $2,101,900, a $200,000
bonus, an $85,000 contribution
co his 401 (k) retirement plan and
perquisites worth $72,180.
According co the suit, directors
receive annual pay of more chan
$150,000 in cash and stock.

$2.49

Spaghetti Special

September 20th
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I CAPITOL SECURITY

Three charged in shooting
of Duquesne basketball players
The Associated Press

PITISBURGH - Police charged
two men Tuesday with shooting five

CHUCI IEJllEDY I MCT

Police investigate a car that a man drove onto the grounds of the U.S. Capitol and crashed into a security barrier before fleeing into the building, causing a security lockdown Monday in Washington, D.C.

Treatment ordered for accused
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - A Maryland
man accused of running through the

U.S. Capitol with a loaded handgun
appeared in court Tuesday but will
undergo days of psychiatric trearmem
before his arraignment.
Federal prosecutors said Carlos
Gieene, 20, should be considered a
Bight risk because he was on parole
for assaulting a police officer and on
probation in Maryland for what court
i:ecords show was a disorderly conduct
charge.

Magiscrace Judge John M. Facciola
ordered Greene held until a hearing
Friday.
He is not receiving psychological
treatment co determine whether he
is compecem co srand trial, only co
ensure his good health while he is in
cuscody, officials said.
Greene, from SiJver Spring, Md.,
spoke only brieBy, thanking the judge
on his way out of the courtroom.
Prosecutors said Greene led police
on a car chase and nearly hit two
pedesrrians Monday before crashing
on the Capi,r9l gro1.1t,ids~, • . .., •
'"'
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After a fooc chase thiough the
Capitol, he tried to grab a shotgun
&om a police officer before b:eing
subdued, authorities said.
Police said he had a loaded
handgun and crack cocaine when he
was arrested.
It was the worst breach of Capitol
security since a gunman kiJled two
police officers in l 998.
Greene's friends and family who
came to court said the case was being
overblown.
They said he probably was
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was doing.
Greene's
arrest
record
in
Montgomery County, Md., includes
charges of assault and destruction of
property, according co court records.
He was also cited numerous times
for traffic violations.
ln 2001, Greene was charged with
assault, accused of slashing a man in
the face with a knife, but the charges
were dropped.
The destruction of property case
also was dropped.
He pleaded guiJcy co a 2003 charge
o[ dis~tderly Gond11cr.
'

Duquesne University basketball players
after a school dance, and they accused
a 19-year-old sophomore of helping
six men into the dance despite knowing
some were armed.
Brandon Baynes, 18, was arraigned
on five counts of criminal attempt
at homicide. Prosecutors also filed
charges of aggravated assault, criminal
conspiracy and weapons counts against
him and William Holmes, 18. A reckless
endangerment charge was also filed
against Holmes, who is still being
sought.
Three players remalned hospitalized
following Sunday's shootings after the
dance. The most seriously wounded,
junior forward Sam Ashaolu, 23, was in
critical condition with bullet fragments
in his head.
Brittany Jones, accused of helping
get some young men with guns into the
party, was arrested Monday on charges
of reckless endangerment, carrying a
firearm without a license and criminal
conspiracy.
She was arraigned and posted bond
Tuesday morning.
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To the hundreds of
Restaurant & Catering

SLEEP IN
EAT OUT
breakfast till 2pm
EVERYDAY

345-7427
7th & Madison
across 7th Street from the
Uptowner
www.whatscookin.info
wireless internet ready

We have
specials
to fit your
budget

· E.I.U. Students
who spent their day
~aturday, September 16, as

''Friends•For•A•Day''
at SI)FF to the Races!

SOFF
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WORLD I UNITED NATIONS

Chirac not interested in new deadlines on Iran's nuclear program
The Associated Press

UNITED NATIONS - French
President Jacques Chirac said
Tuesday chat he does not wane ro sec
a new deadline for Iran co suspend
nuclear activities, which could be
used co develop atomic weapons,
despire Tehran's defiance of U.N.
Security Council demands.

Spruing at the United Nations,
Chirac also appeared to soften
an earlier proposal to drop talk
of sanctions against Iran over its
uranium enrichment, an issue high
on the agenda ac chis year's U.N.
General Assembly.
"We
are
committed
co
negotiations and therefore co
dialogue. So we're not going to start

by setting deadlines that are a few
hours long," Chirac cold reporters.
"This is a process that is under way
and I hope it wilJ run its course."
This summer, world powers
signed on co the principle that
Iran would face at least mild
initial sanctions if it blew an Aug.
31 deadline ro suspend uranium
enrichmenc. With the deadline

elapsed and Iran offering no
concessions. the nations have
been holding talks on what the
consequences should be.
Iran insists ics nuclear program
is intended for peaceful purposes
only. While the United Scates has
consistently pushed co punish
Iran for defying Security Council
demands, Chirac spoke out Monday

against sanctions.
The French president has sought
our the spotlight on chis trip ro New
York as part of a larger bid to carve
our a lasting legacy on world affairs.
le is likdy his lase such performance
- while Chirac has been secretive
about his career plans, most assume
he will step down next year after 12
years in power.
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Spences on Jackson is now
accepting Mastercard,Visa and
Debit. Great stuff at good prices.
We think a little crazy is good!
345-1469T-S 1-5 pm
Woman seeking houses to clean.
Experienced Reasonable rates.
Will work according to your
schedule. 345..f>SlO
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9n2
Fonner
Human
resources
director will write your resume
962-1268
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ 9n2
Spring Break 2007 Celebration.
20th Anniversary w/ Sun Spla~h
Tours. Free trip on every 12
before Nov.1 Free meals &
partiec;, hottest deals ever. Group
discounts on 6+. Hptte.t Spring
Break Destinations 1-800-4267710 or www.sunsplashtors.
com

•

help wanted

lnserters needed from 12:00am1:30am. Apply at 1802 Buzzard
Hall.
I
_ _ __ _ __ _ 00
Advertising
Representative
Wanted: Fill out application 4P
Student Publications Office in
Buzzard

Are you looking for a part
time evening position in
a
fun,professional
office
atmosphere? Ruffalo Cody/
Westaff is seeking professional
telephone
fundraisers.
Flexible sceduling, weekly
paychecks.part time evenings
and no "cold calling" required.
Stop by Westaff at 651 Castle
Dr. or call 345-1303 for more
infonnation.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ 9/19
BOXA- Now hiring day and
evening DELIVERY DRIVERS.
Please apply within; 453 Lincoln
Ave
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9no

Part time Position Clerical/Office
10 to 13 Hrs. per week. TUE &
Thur Afternoon & Everyother
weekend Apply in person
Culligan Water. 914 18th St.
Charleston
-----~--9ns
The New Rockome is hiring
waiters and waitresses for its
newly renovated restaurant.
Applications are available at
the Rockome offke or on-line
at www.roclcome.com. Return
applications in penon-Monday
through Friday, April 10-14. Call
(217) 268-4106.

for rent

Brand new home 2nd semester
3 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath, 3 car
garage. No pets. 345-9267.
-----~--gng

lost & found
Lost: Movie related VHS tape.
To retrieve tape go to Old Main

Room2010.
Lost: One Gold Earing. Go to
2010 in Old Main to retrieve this
item.
Lost: Pair ol Black Reading
glasse-.. Go to Records Office in
Old Main Rm. 1220.

~ ~

roommates

A lady wants to rent a bedroom

help 1·mntcd

r•'

Available Immediately- One
bedroom duplex. Water and
tmh included. $325 per month.
348-7733;512-0334
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9n7

call 217-345-5456
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/19

'

'

sublessors

Wanted: apartment mate, great
location, great price, available
now. Rent your own room on
9th street. Females only. Call
m 493.9234

n

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/2

for sale
1997 Nissan Sentra. Black,
clean, 153K mileage. Runs well
348-7781
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9no

r•'

for rent

1106 Johnson. Near campus.
Individual bedrooms available.
$375/mo includes utilities. Short
or long term lease. Also leasing
for Fall '07 5 bdnn. 345-2928.

________9ns

Bedroom Home close to
campus. New AIC. W/D RaJl8I!
and refridgerator. $225 per
person. No pets. Call Joe 5494

2060.

OLD TOWNE APARTMENTS:
1,2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS
TO CHOOSE FROM 345-6533
-------~ 00
Efficiency close to campus.
S325 includes utilities, air, males
only. No smoking, no pets Call
345-3232 days
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ oo

Park Place Apartments: 1 unit
available immediatly call for
details. Contact Jen 348-1479
AVAIL IMMID large apt, 1 or 2
person Central air, w/d, garage.
No pets. 345-7286 www.
jwilllamsrentals.com
-------~00

New Four Bedroom Apartments.
Extremely Close to Campus.
Across from Lantz. Fully
Furnished. Call Today for
Lowered Rates.
Grantview
Apartments. 345-3353.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3
BR Apts. available for second
~er. Call 345-6000.

________ oo

6 bedroom house close to
campus, 3 bathrooms, 2 living
rooms, Large Kitchen. Stove,
refrigerator, washer and dryer.
Available for the 06-07 school
year for more info www.
poteeterentals.com or 217-3455088
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
5 bedroom house on 6th Street. 2

bath, Largebedroomscompletely
remodeled new carpet. stove,
refrisel atof. Enclosed bid porch
and dining room. Available for
the 06-07 school year for more
info www.poteetetentals.com or
217-345-5088
MONEY-NEWLY
REMODELED HOUSE- LARGE
ROOMS, STORAGE SPACE
NEXT
TO
UNIVERSITY.
PARKING
AVAILABLE.3488406

SAVE

Non-student Classified Rates
$.50 per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day

Srudents not involved with the sorority
were also present at the parry. Dudolski
said he was impressed with the sorority
leadership and the fact chat the members
are confronting the situation.
Police Chief Paul Welch said police
were looking for srudencs selling alcohol.
That's why they sent an undercover
officer inco the parry.
The Charleston Police Depanmenc has
been going undercover for many years,
Welch said. Welch also said he didn't see
any hazing ac the parry.
"There was no evidence of chat," he
said. Bue Welch added that hazing isn't
whac the police usually look for.
Dudolski said chis is the first time he's
had ro deal with a siruation like this and is
still working co gather all the information
abour che parry.

_ _______ oo

________ oo

$.30 per word for the first day
$.10 per word for each additional consecutive day

The parry was unsanctioned by the
sorority. Dudolski ha~ also met with the
new members of Alpha Phi. He said the
women "saw ic as a party, not as a hazing
acciviry."
Despice rumors of hazing, the parry
was a cdebration of new recruits,
Dudolski said. "I don't think anyone had
any intentions of harming anyone."
Ticker fines were noc known at press
time. Dudolski said char any additional
reprimands &om Greek Life or the Alpha
Phi chapter would have a constructive
purpose. Dudolski said chc chapter is
facing both punitive and educational
punishment.
Alpha Phi is doing ics own invescigation
and plans co come up with consequences
for those members present at che chapter,
Dudolski said.
"It's a rough line you have to follow."
Dudolski said.
Members muse follow not only
Ea)tcrn's policy, but also the national
policy - both forbid underage drinking.

________

()()

1430 1n 9TH ST. VERY
AHORDABLE
4
BDRM
UPSTAIRS APARTMENT. 1 1/2
BATHS. OFF STREET PARKING.
NO PETS. 348-8305

n

Film

FROM PAGE 1
The films for the festival are "Desire
Under the FJms" today, "East of Eden"
Thursday and "The Big Counuy• and
•eac on a Hot Tm Roof" on Saturday.
"The committee's top two choices were
'Cac on a Hot Tm Roof and 'The Big
Country,"' Pratte said. "We were lucky co
gee these movies."
Pratte said that availability factors
into getting films and was glad to gee an
exceptional colJcction of Ives' works.
An introduction will be given before
each film and Eisenhour will present
the incroduction for "Desire Under rhe
Elms."
Eisenhour offered co give an
inrroducrion because he is familiar with
most of Ives' films except for "The Big
Country." He also teaches a film class and
is fond oflves especially as an actor.
Some of the parts Ives has played,
including his role as Big Daddy in "Cat
on a Hoc Tin Roof" and Ephriam Cabot
in "Desire Under the Elms," could not be
better played by anyone else, Ei.senhour
said.
Ives' played the role of Big Daddy
twice, once on the stage and the other for
film.
"He played the same role twice, but
both arc very different," Eiscnhour said.
Eisenhour explained chat in the stage
version of 'Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,' there
were innuendos that could not be in film,
and che film has scenes that were not in
the play.
"'Ir had co be sanitii.cd cssencially," he
said.
Eisenhour said ir is important for
people co see these four films because they
are classics and meanc to be seen on the
bigscr«n.
"1hese are classic films," he said.
"'This is one of rhe few chances they
(students) will be able to see classics
like rhese on a big screen format."
Although these movies can be rented at
local video scores, Eiscnhour said chat

watching chem on a big screen is an
advantage.
When renting a movie, the viewer can
get distracted and pwh stop bur watching
the films in a movie chcaue allows the
viewer co be more focused, he said.
The viewer can wacch the film all
the way through without having co seep
away.
Pratte agrees with Eiscnhour while
adding chat these classics also alJowviewcrs
to appreciate films from an earlier period.
The four films are from the l 950's.
"I would like people co cake with
them an appreciation for film prior to
1997," Pratte said. " 'The Big Country'
is a western and chat particular genre has
fallen out of favor in recent years, unless
you consider che 'Star Wars' films westerns
in space."
"'The Big Country" is also a film chat
Ives won an Academy Award for best
supporting actor.
"'(It) is a good 'big picture' movie
- che cinematography is breathtaking,"
Pratte said.
She also said that boch "Desire Under •
the Elms" and "Ease of Eden" are good
representations of the lace 1950's film.
These films will allow people to sec l"Va
at his best, but the films also sw other
known actors in roles for which they att
not always rccogniz.cd.
In "Desire Under the Elms," Ives
worked with Sophia Loren and Anthony
Perkins, known for his role in 'Psycho,'
and people will sec nice performances by
them, Eiscnhour said.
Complimenting che film festival is
the "Burl Ives and the American Scene"
exhibit in the Tarble Arts Cencer, which is
on display until Sept. 24.
"The relationship is fancascic," Pratte
said. The exhibit shows arc from the
cime Americanism was prevalent and a
lithograph oflves.
"I am proud chat the Tarble has
chosen co display (the) pieces as wcll
as the beauriful folk art collection in
conjunction with the films," Pratte said.
"le adds a differenc dimension to the
project as a whole."
-
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"We made some assumptions with the
company we went with ... I wish I could
say it (spam e-mails) will go away, but I
tan't."

..• E-mail

FAST FACTS

FROM PAGE 1

"We made some assumptions
with the company we went with,"
he said.
Several things went wrong
in che process, some not of his
conuol, Chanerji said.
The faculty also questioned
why che system upgrade cook
place over a shore Labor Day
weekend, leaving people without
e-mail for several days.
Chatterji said he had planned
on upgrading after the lase
summer session, but didn't plan
for the amount of spam chat got
in the way.
This was because of some
ince!Ugenc people who are able co
break down che Zimbra system,
he said.
"I wish I could say it's going
co go away, but T can't,'' Chatterji
said.
Chatterji decided co upgrade ar
che beginning of che year because
if he waited, everything else would
be pushed back.
This includes eventually having
one database where one password
could be used for all systems when
banner comes, he said.
E-mail needs co be sec up first
before everything else can fall into
place, he said.
Senator and hisrory professor
Lynn Curry was pleased after
hearing Chatterji's explanation,
buc said if the faculty had been
cold in a previous e-mail, many
faculty members would have
seeded down.
A number of faculty members
also mentioned che lack of
communication between ITS/
CATS and che faculty. ITS and
CATS have progressed over che

~ lmae: Presidential Search
Committee members to be chosen
" When: 2 p.m. next Tuesday
" Where: Booth library Conference

Room4440

years. Hoadley said char CATS
goes through a cycle of replacing
about 800 co 900 computers a
year at Eastern.
Of che 209 classrooms chat
need technology, 157 were
made into technology-enhanced
classrooms, he said.
Technology
enhanced
classrooms consist of data
projection,
smart
boards,
insrrucror stations with a wireless
mouse and DVD players
Right now 75 percent of the
classrooms char requested new
technology arc complete, and
Hoadley hopes that in rwo years,
100 percent will be completed.
The senate also praised ITS for
ics service desk help.
Bud Fischer, biological sciences
professor and senate member,
seated that the help desk is much
better chan it was three years ago,
and chey actually have a sense of
humor when they see you come
back again and again for help, he
said.
Hoadley was pleased co hear the
positive and negative comments
from faculty members and will be
happy ro come to any department
co help, he said.
The Faculty Senate will discuss
how three new presidential search
committee members will be
chosen ac next week's meeting.
The meeting will be at 2 p.m.,
Tuesday in che Booch Library
Conference Room 4440.

NEW YORK TIMES CROSSWORD PUZZLE

I EDITED BY WILL SHORTZ

ACROSS
1 Some are corny
5 Whistler's whistle
9 Gypsy's specialty,
maybe
14 Ad sales rep's
quote
15 Source of many a
proverb, for short
16 Valerie Harper
sitcom
17 Waver
20 Sister of Clio
21 A little of this, a
little of that

33 What 17-, 28-,
43- and
55-Across all are
39 Vein contents
40 Fish. tail?
41 Challah need
43 Twirler
47 Carbo-loader's
option
49 Latin 101 verb
50 Bit of sun
51 Soft touch
52 "Vive le _t"
53 Gav's opponent
54 It may be off the
wall
55 Passer
60 Thumbs-up
reviewer
61 Thumbs-up
review
62 Mento Park
middle name
63
Vader
64 Execute perfectly
65 _ money (startup's need)

22 "The buck stops

here" prez
23 Monticello, e.g.
25 Wall St.
watchdog
26Tabula _
27 Composer
Camille Saint-_
28 Carrier
30 What a
steamroller
steamrolls
31 Kind of fly, for
short, in baseball
32 Slew

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

DOWN
1 Opposite of to
2 Grin's boundary,
so it's said

ERIC HILTllER I THE DAILY EASTERll llEWS
Chat Chatterji, assistant vice president for academic affairs for Information Technology Services, explains the
issues surrounding the upgrade to PantherMail during Tuesday's Faculty Senate meeting in Booth Library.

BOONDOCKS

I AARON McGRUDER
AmR TRYING 10 TOO<ll M:
HAIR. S~E STARTEO R£<l1lNG
8A(li(STRE£T 80VS lYRt<.s.
lllEN SHE tl!O ~ER POFF DAW)'

!MITA110N. NE£Pl.ESS
TO SAY. IT GOT UGlY.

••

I• •

NON SEQUITUR

3 Oftenabbreviated
phrase
4 Mideast capital
5 Refinement
6 Render _
(give, old-style)
7 Scand. land
8 Plaque collector?
9 Fearsome dino
10 "Gotcha!"
11 Hillary, at birth
12 Black Sea port
13 Clan cloth
1B Beanery sign
19 According to law
23 Repair shop fig.
24 Volvo rival
25 White-tie affair
folks
26 Philosopher
Descartes
28 Animal print
maker
29 U.P.S. option
31 Show contempt
for
34 Tugboat signal
35 Boston rink
legend
36 Poet's preposition
37 Be like

I WILEY MILLER

38 Boot camp
barkers: Abbr.
42 Electric
alternative
43 Scratched,

maybe
44 It divides to
multiply
45 Key employee?

46 Round building?
47 Cut back
48 Bakery

enticements
51 Oasis visitor
53 It's not to be

believed
54 Early 1Oth-

century year
56 "If the _ is
concealed, it
succeeds": Ovid
57 Bumper sticker
letters
58 Christmas

59 Gnarty

PUZZie by Maxwell H. D. Johnson Jr.
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PANTHER BRIEF

Flames
FROM PAGE 12

Springer finished the game with
11 kills.
The senior middle hitter said her
attacking was doing its pan Tuesday
night.
"Every once in a while I'll hit
and hit and hit and then I'll push,
just to try and throw the defense
off," Springer said.
The Flames won the game 30-25
and held the Panthers to an .078
hitting percentage in the fourth
game.
UIC won the fourth game 30-

24.
Welch said the problem in the
match was not being as aggressive

as they usually are.
"There's always factors going
into attacking," she said. "Maybe
the pass was off, or maybe the set
was off.
"There's always different things
to consider, but we do need to
arrack more.•
Junior ouc~ide hincr Eliza
Zwertlcr led the Panthers with 17
kills in the match.
"She hit very well," Bennett
said. "That's what we need from our
outside hiners."
Zwettler, who had 56 total
attempts Tuesday night, had 10
kills in the second game.
She scored Eastern's final five
points in the second game, which
the Panthers won 30-26.
"She helped motivate everyone

to pick up the pace and do their
job," Griffin said.

VOLLEYBALL
r.-.,, Sept. tt .e a...a Ar-.
•

., ,...... J , EASTm 1

llUNOIS-OICNiO 31

26

30

30

29

30

25

24

EA5T£Jlj l.UNOIS

\JC leaders Kls:l<mly 16,~ 11,Spmger
11: Digs: l<m1y 28, Kozak ZI, Nedeli<ovic 19 Assisls:
Kozak 44

Eastern Leaders - Klls: Zweltler 17, Gfiff111 13, Balsam
10; Digs: 8oytan 27. Crabtr~ 22. Welch 15; Asststs:
Crabtree 48

Team Blocks: lJC 8.0, EJ.110 O; Team~ pct; lJC
.183, Ell 136.

Get the know how of having a great night AND morning

Sept 20th
Wednesday@ 7pm
Call 581-7786 or herc@eiu.edu

Eastern soccer earns top 10 ranking
Eastern (7-2) is No. 6 in this week's
National Soccer Coaches Association of
America's Midwest Rankings.
The Panthers are on a three-game
winning streak and this is the program's
best start since the 2000 team, which
went 7-1-1 through its first nine games.
Four Missouri Valley Conference
teams, including the first-place
Panthers, are in the top ten. Two other
Eastern opponents are in the top 10:

Valparaiso at No. 8 and Western Illinois
atNo.10.
The Panthers beat Western 1-0 last
week, thanks to junior forward Brad
Earl's overtime goal.
Earl was named the MVC's Player
of the Week on Monday and was also
named to the College Soccer News'
National Team of the Week.

n Ruck

by firring everything into my
schedule: graduate school, practice,
homework, eating, sleeping and
remembering ro call home," she
said. However, she makes it work.
O'Rourke doesn't like the
fact that she can't go home until
Thanksgiving.
"Sometimes you need a break
from playing spores co realize how
much you love it," she said.
Some people actually end up
making personal sacrifices.
Senior scrum-half Stephanie
Rasmusen made the decision
to postpone her graduation for
one more season of collegiate
athletics.
Last year, Rasmusen was injured
early in the season, causing her ro
watch from the sidelines for the rest
of the season.
"I didn't want the last game my
father saw me play in be the one
where I got hurt," Rasmuscn said.
So whether it is not going home
for months, or having barely any
free time, being an athlete can be
frustrating.
However, all the positives, like
having a second family, traveling
and being part ofsomething special,
all our-weigh the negatives.

FROM PAGE 12

However, being an athlete can
be rewarding as well.
Some people believe thatachletics
help make you a better person.
Junior center Eileen O'Rourkc feels
chat being an athlccc helps keep her
"organized and focused."
Senior flanker Kacie Folliard
said it helps with discipline and
time management.
Being on a team can make you
fed more at home because your
team becomes your second family.
You spend so much time
traveling and practicing together,
chat you can't help bur grow on
each other.
Unfortunately, being an achlete
has its "down" momen ts at times
too.
"Sometimes being an athlete
is frustrating because it seems
overwhelming,•
Folliard said.
"You have to go from class to
practice, back to class and then do
homework."
Senior hooker Carissa Hallam
also has a lot on her place this year.
"I get a little frustrated

-Matt Daniels

t IGL Li
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union
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WOMEN'S SOCCER

2006 Ohio Valley Conference Preview

Dominatin t e to
Reigning OVC Player ofthe Year Rebecca Bohler (left) leads Samford into the conference
·season this weekend against Tennessee Tech. The Bulldogs have won the regular season
title every year they have been in the conference. Eastern has finished second.

By Kevin Murphy
Staff Reporter
When Samford entered the Ohio Valley Conference
in 2003, a new era began.
They have won all three regular-season
titles since then and last season
finally broke through and won the
conference tournament to advance
to che NCM cournament.
Before chat, Eastern hao won the tournament and played in
the national tournament four scraighc years.
But Samford's sweep of chc two titles lase season has some of
the conference's coaches convinced they have a chance co repeat the

TALE OF THE TAPE
Samford and Eastern Illinois have finished No. 1
and No. 2 in the conference every- year since
Samford joined the OVC in 2003

feat.
• 2005 OVC leconl: 7-2-0
• zoos ovc m.c.nl: 6-1-2
"Samford is the most consistent and they had a great recruiting
CM.
Tournament finish: 2nd
class," said Morehead State head coach Erin Aubry.
CNCTournament finish: 1st
• 2004 ovc leconl: 6-1-1
"Samford is the top ceam, and there is parity throughout the
• Z004 OVC lleceN: 7-1-0
league," said Jacksonville State's head coach Julie Davis.
CM. Tournament finish: 2nd
CNC Tournament finish: 1st
Bulldogs head coach Todd Ydcon said his team was fortunate
• ZOOJ OVC lecenll: _1-0
7
• ZOOJ OVC lecenll: 6-0-2
to win the title in 2005.
<NC
Tournament finish: 1st
CNC TOIKnament finish: Znd
"Sometimes, the ball just bounces your way," he said.
The Bulldogs defeated Eastern, 1-0, in che OVCToumament final
...,... te waldi: Heather Birdsell, Jr
...,_. • wlldl: Michelle Steinhaus,
at Lakeside Field lase year t~~tilml:R.L=;:::::t::..f!t:::l:ll81!(.(A Bohler.Jr; MF.
.k F, Kellie Floyd, Ir. F.
le was a reversal of forrunes for the rwo teams.
• Coadl
"These players are
• COldl . , - : "We've prepared
"Eastern bas pretty much had our number (in postscason
hu~ They've got a taste for it."
for it with a difficult non-conference
rournamencs)," Yclcon said.
-head coach Todd Yelton
schedule" head coach Tim Nowak
In OVC prcseason coaches' poll, Samford was picked co finish first
tile ldted•: Oct. 20 at
in the conference, and Eastern was picked second.
• On tile sdleftle: Oct. 20 at
Samford.
The Bulldogs arc ranked No. 14 in the Southeast Region by
Samford.
socccrbU22.com.
~---------~
"I hope we can end up on the righr side of
"It's going to be a really incense game," said Eastern junior midfielder
rhe scoreboard," Yclcon said.
Kathleen H ayes abouc the Samford game.
That should nor be a problem for Samford
Although only three teams have won the cournament, the field is
as they return 11 starters from the 2005 squad, becoming more competitive.
including 2005 OVC Player of chc Year junior
Winters, who was a member of chc 2005 OVCAll-Tournament Team,
forward Rebecca Bohler, junior forward said the conference has gotten better through chc years.
H eather Birdsell and sophomore goalkeeper
"Every game is a hard-fought game," Winters said.
Cayley Winters.
Through che strength of conference and non-conference, the Bulldogs
Yelton said che upperclassmen have shown maturity and leadership.
advanced co the second round of the NCM Tournament.
"(Bohler and Birdsell) are our engines in the field," he said.
"These players are hungry," Yelton said. "They've got a taste for it."
The Bulldogs have a record of 21-4 in all OVC regular season
Bohler said chc team srill has a few areas to improve.
conference games.
"We need to work on ceam chemistry, and we'll get better at it through
"We have a target on our backs," Birdsell said.
more games; Bohler said.
Bohler scored four goals and ser a school record wich 12 assists.
The Panthers look for their 40ch all-cime OVC win and ro snap their
She said the game against chc Panthers on Oct. 20 will be fun.
four-gapte losing streak.
"lc's my favorite game," Bohler said.
"It's kind of like half the season is over now," Hayes said. "You've got
~ The Panthers lead the series against Samford 3-2-1 .
to focus, goc to really buckle down."

..-=

•°"

Z006 PREDICTED
ORDER OF FINISH

THE REST OF THE CONFERENCE (WT YEAR'S OVC RECORD IN PARENTHESES)

•

(first-place votes 1n parentheses)

Samford has won three
straight championships
1.Samford ( 17)

SE Missouri

161

Ill

(5-3-1)

Murray State

.

Ar

Jacksonville St.

(5-3-1)

(4-4-1)

" Players to watch: Courtney Alexander,
Fr. F; Lindsey Pickering, Sr. GK.

• Players to watch: Krista Llewellyn, So.
F; Rebekah Clay, So. F.

" Players to watch: Christina Balint, Sr.
MF; Amber Delaney, Fr. F.

" Coach speak: "One-third of our team
is new." head coach Heather Nelson

" Coach speak: "(Clay and Llewellyn)
started slow." - head coach Beth Acreman

» Coach speak: "We've had a rigorous
schedule." - head coach Julie Davis

• On the schedule: Sept. 29 at
Lakeside Field.

• On the schedule: Sunday at lakeside
Field.

• On the schedule: Oct. 22 at

Austin Peay

(5-4-0)

., Players to watch: Ashley Beck, So. F;
Erica Dengler, Sr. F.
n Coach speak: "There's parity in our
league." - head coach Kelly Guth
" On the schedule: Oct. 8 at Austin
Peay.

Jacksonville St.

2.Eastern Ill. (2) 140

r;s;:i. T Tenn. Tech

3.Southeast Mo. ( 1) 128
4.Murray State
103
5.Jacksonville State 100
6.Austin Peay
88
7.Tennessee Tech
55
8.Morehead State
49
9.UT-Martin
48
Hl,~?stern

.

Kent4yky
., ., ...

.....I.\;I

(3-5-1)

•

Tenn.-Martin

(3-6-0)

(3-6-0)

• Players to watch: Jennifer Hoffman,
Fr. F.; Jocelyn Daniel, Sr. MF.

• Players to watch: 11.ebekah KendaU, Jr.
F; Hillary Johnson, So. 0.

• Players to watch: Katie Behrens, Jr.
MF; KendaD Staessle, Fr. MF

• Coach speak: "We'I gel a good test
from the start." - head roach Carrie Proost

• Coach speak: "We're getting our
bearilgs.p head coach Enn Aubry

• Coach speali: "We've grOY111 each
game.· - head coach Craig P.oberts

• On the schedule: Oct. 6 at Tennessee

• On the schedule: Oct. 15 at lakeside

• On the sched•le: Friday at lakeside

Tech.

Field.

28 . . .. . ... .. .. .. .. . .. .. t• •
.. •

Morehead State
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•
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• Players to watch: Kayla Swearingen,
So. MF; Lauren lmsande, Fr. MF.
• Coach speak: "They have a better
grasp.· - head coach Lindsay Ba1asyga
• On the schedule: Oct. 13 at Lakeside
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I PANTHERS FALL IN FOUR

Panthers lose home opener
Six service errors
cost Eastern third
game, over 13
errors in match

triplethreat

Eastern's women's soccer has built
a reputation for winning conference
games and the conference tournament.
But in recent years, a new team has
emerged as a threat to Eastern's CNC
title chances - Samford.
Samford and head coach Todd
Yelton (above) dethroned Eastern of
the tournament title on the Panthers'
own field last season.
Here are the three Samford-Eastern
CNC title games.
1. 2:003: Sulfor4 11 Eastern 1
(Eastern woa 5-4 oe peaaltJ kicks)

- Goalkeeper Tiffany Groene saved the
first penalty kick and the Panthers were
able to convert on all fi11e of theirs.
Samford scored the next four penalty
kicks but Groene's save gave Eastern
its second straight NCAA College Cup
appearance.
2. 2:004: Eastern 3, Samford 2 - One

of the greatest comebacks in Eastern's ..
history. The Panthers trailed Samford
- 2-1 with 3 minutes left. Defender
Morgan Frericks scored her first goal
of the season in the 87th minute and
midfielder Sharyne Connell scored the
game-winner a minute and a half later.
3. Z005: Samford 1, Eastern 0 - The

Bulldogs ended the Panthers' four-year
run of NCAA tournament appearances
with this win. Bulldog defender Sharon
Young scored the game-winning goal in
the 76th minute after Eastern couldn't
clear a free kick. "We got to see how it
felt and it makes me sick to my stomach
every time I still think about it," said
Eastern senior midfielder Trisha Walter.
-Hatt Daniels

Loyalty, sacrifice
define athletes
Many people have dilferenc
loves in their lives.
Sometimes it can be another
person or sometimes it can be a
certain food.
Whatever it might be, it seems
Like that person can't live without
it. Well, for some college students,
it's being an athlete.
Being an athlete is very time
consuming and a lot of hard work.
You have to be extremely
dedicated to the spore and to yoW"
team because they count on you.

H SEE llUCl, PAGE 10

Molly Clutter:

In the Ruck
The sophomore outside center is
provkiing The Daily Eastern News 'lrith
a weekly look at what it's like being a
female athlete.

Eastern spends a loc of ci.Jnc
at practice working on their
service game.
Bue it did not hdp them on
Tuesday night.
The Panthers committed six
of their 13 service errors in the
third game and lost to Illinois·
Chicago in foW' games at Lantz
Arena.
'1 thinkwcsbould have done
a lot better (serving), cspccially
how much we work on it in
practice," said senior outside
hitter Mary Wdch. "We were
going for an aggressive serve.
but at the same time we need
to make sure it's in."
Head ooach Lori Bennett
said a lack of focw contribured
to their problems.
"We weren't <..0mfunablc:
all night," Bennett said. "We
weren't in system much."
Both teams had six service
errors in the third game and
the Flames pulled ahead by five
points midway through.
"I felt Like we goc too
rdaxcd and too comfortable,"
said Flames head coach Nancy
Mueller. "Ag:tinst a good team
like Eastern, we have to be
focused on each shot."
Mueller agrttd with Bcnnecc
on a lack of focus serving.
"I felt that we were not
playing to win, buc playing not
to lose," Mueller said. "We were
not taking care of oursdves."
Junior middle hitter Kera
Griffin finished the match with
13 kills and said smaller errors
had an effect on the match.
"We didn't play co OW' full
potential," Griffin said. "We
started offweak tonight. Wejust
weren't playing altogether."
The Panthers trailed 1914 midway through chc
third game when they rook
advantage of a service error by
Ambria Springer.
H

SEE RAMES, PAGE to

BK HR.TIEI I THE DAILY WTBll IEWS

Junior middle hitter Kera Griffin spikes the ball during Tuesday's e11ening match against the University of
Illinois-Chicago in Lantz Arena. Griffin lead the Panthers witll 19.5 points.

OVC FOOTBAU I NOTEBOOK

Stingy defenses to battle in conference game
1J Matt Duiels
Sports E<itor
Nationally ranked defenses meet SatW'day
in Martin, Tenn., when Jacksonville Scace plays
Tennessee-Marrin.
The Skybawks arc third in the nation in
yards allowed per game, (184.3) while JSU is
22nd (238.5).
lIT-Man:in has allowed nine points in its lase
two games, both wins, after losing its scasonopencr 29-3 at Division I Ohio.
Jacksonville Scace allowed just seven points
lase week to Southeast Missouri.
Boch reams arc in the top 10 in pass defense,
with lITM fifth and JSU eighth.
"I chink both defenses arc outstanding and
very stingy as far as giving up any yards or
points," Skyhawks head coach Jason Simpson
said. "I think it'll be a challenge for boch offenses
to move the ball and be effective."
Boch teams can put points on the board, as
the Skyhawks have registered 63 in its lase two
games and the Gamecocks scored 38 last week
ainst Southeast Misso..,.
W"..,.i._ _

"I was a little surprised at how strong they
were at defense until I looked at the film," JSU
head coach Jack Crowe said. "Then it didn't
surprise me."
Simpson is in his first year at Martin. Crowe
said the defensive scheme Simpson's defensive
coordinator Chris Boone has brought in is
something that coaches in the conference
haven't seen before.
"We have a good scheme, a good attacking
scheme," Simpson said.

Three OVC teams in Top 25
The conference has three teams ranked in
the top 25 Sporu Network poll for the first
time smce preseason 2003. Eastern Illinois sics
at No. 20, while Eastern Kentucky is at No. 24
and Jacksonville Scare rounds out the cop 25 at
No. 25.
"I think the OVC's really on the up," EKU
head coach Danny Hope said. "I think the face
that we have three cop 25 teams says a lot."
• Crowe also said having three ranked
reams will only hdp the league's rcputatio~

nationwide. "We want it to equal any I-AA
league and I chink we're approaching that," he
said.

Injury update
Eastern Illinois safety Triscan BW"gc had an
MRI Monday on his sprained knee and it did
nor reveal any damage.
Acting head coach Mark Hutson said Burge
is questionable for Sarurday's game at Samford.
Hutson said whether he plays or nor will
depend on bow sore his knee is and how
mobile he is ac pracrice this week.
Tennessee State wide receiver Mike Mason
is done for the season after tearing his ACL in
lase SatW'day's game against Jackson Scare.
Mason, a cransfcr from North Carolina,
had 11 catches for 122 yards before being
injured. Mason, TSU's kick rctW'Der as well,
was averaging 39.9 yards per return.
"l fee\ bad for Mike Mason," Tiger head
coach James Webster said. "It's a blow to our
team. He was the fastest playcM>n the team
and leading receiver on team."

